BRACE
CLEARANCE
End of line premium
BioSkin™ supports

REDUCED TO
CLEAR*
The BioSkin™ Gladiator uses a rigid
hinge to protect knee ligaments,
including after reconstruction.
The rigid strapping system firmly
anchors the Gladiator to the leg,
avoiding the need for larger, more
expensive braces. Pins in the hinges
may easily be set to limit flexion
and/or extension.

up to

75%

OFF

WHILE STOCKS
LAST

bioskin™ gladiator
open patella


PULL-ON

CODE BS41340 X-Small
CODE BS41341 Small
CODE BS41342 Medium

NOW
$149.00
was $266.20

CODE BS41343 Large
CODE BS41345 XX-Large

bioskin™ gladiator
open patella


FRONT-CLOSURE

CODE BS51361 Small
CODE BS51365 XX-Large

*All clearance items cannot be returned or exchanged, while stocks last

Not an account holder with USL?

With an account, you will get access to a website login
to view pricing and purchase online. Click here, it’s easy!

NOW
$125.00
was $250.40

bioskin™ OA spiral knee

NOW

The BioSkin™ OA Spiral combines
unloading in the tibiofemoral
joint with realignment in the
patellofemoral joint. Using a spiral
strap, the OA Spiral engages a
three-point leverage system to
comfortably pull the knee out of
varus or valgus and decrease pain in
the affected compartment.

LEFT MEDIAL/RIGHT LATERAL

bioskin™ Q Brace

bioskin™ visco
knee skin

$150.00

CODE BS51503L Large

was $350.00

CODE BS51504L X-Large

RIGHT MEDIAL/LEFT LATERAL
CODE BS51502R Medium
CODE BS51503R Large
CODE BS51504R X-Large

bioskin™ Patella
Premium “J”

NOW

$45.00
was $93.50

NOW

NOW

$35.00

$45.00

was $88.50

was $91.30

60%
off
The BioSkin® Premium J brace. has a
buttress on the outside of the patella
that prevents dislocation. The two elastic
straps that cross over the knee help
seat the patella in the trochlear groove
to increase surface contact area and
decrease pain.

The BioSkin™ Q Brace™ unique design
allows multidirectional traction of
the patella. The “T” strap prevents
dislocation and may be attached
in various positions to regulate the
direction of the traction on the patella.
The design of the brace causes the
force of traction to increase as the
knee goes through a range of motion.

The BioSkin® Visco Knee Skin™ is
an excellent all-purpose knee brace.
The Visco gel ring around the patella
provides passive massage to remove
swelling and decrease pain. The brace
is comfortable enough to wear all the
time and may be especially useful
after arthroscopy to speed recovery.
Finger loops for easy application.

CODE BS61630L Left X-Small

CODE BS41612 Medium

CODE BS41712 Medium

CODE BS61633L Left Large

CODE BS41714 X-Large

CODE BS61634L Left X-Large

CODE BS41715 XX-Large

CODE BS61634R Right X-Large

CODE BS61630R Right X-Small

CODE BS61635L Left XX-Large

bioskin
hinged
knee

™

The BioSkin™ Hinged Knee Skin is
notably one of the lightest hinged knee
braces on the market. Its bi-centric,
aluminum hinges are lightweight and
provide extra support to knees with
ACL, MCL and other ligament
damage.

ONLY 1

$70.00
was $105.50
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CODE BS41300 X-Small

bioskin™ thigh skin
with cinch strap

bioskin™ visco
ankle /fig 8

bioskin™ tennis
elbow band

NOW

NOW

$15.00
was $27.80

$15.00

was $49.90

ONLY 3

$20.00

CODE BS53410R Right X-Small

CODE BS46110 X-Small

was $40.40

CODE BS53411R Right Small

CODE BS46111 Small

bioskin thigh skin
sleeve
™

CODE BS42500 X-Small

CODE BS53415L Left XX-Large

CODE BS46115 XX-Large

™

bioskin™ standard
elbow skin

bioskin™ standard
ankle skin

NOW

$25.00

NOW

SIZING CHARTS was $39.40

$25.00
was $52.30

NOW

$25.00
was $47.80

CODE BS42104 X-Large
CODE BS42105 XX-Large

CODE BS46100 X-Small
CODE BS53501 Small
CODE BS53504 X-Large

bioskin™
calf skin

ONLY 2

$20.00

CODE BS53505 XX-Large

CLICK for
sizing charts

bioskin™ Shin Splint 3”

was $41.50

NOW

$6.00

was $15.00
uslsport.co.nz

CODE BS46302 Medium
CODE BS56312

X-Small-Medium

sport@uslsport.co.nz

(Sizing runs very small. Similar to a XS-S)
USL SPORT HEALTHCARE
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bioskin™
compression short

bioskin™
compression short
female

SIZING CHARTS

ONLY 1

ONLY 1

75%
off

$25.00

75%
off

was $99.00

$20.00
was $79.90

CODE BS46243 Large

BS46205 XX-Large

bioskin™ sij belt

bioskin™ back skin™
foam lumbar pad

NOW

$35.00
was $76.70

CLICK for
sizing charts

NOW

$6.00

uslsport.co.nz
sport@uslsport.co.nz

was $25.50
CODE BS47585 XX-Large

CODE BS47205 X-Large

(Sizing runs very small. Similar to a S-M)

JO RICE
Product Manager - Braces & Support

uslsport.co.nz
sport@uslsport.co.nz
Pricing & Availability Disclaimer. Clearance pricing only valid on these selected items and limited sizes and quantities available. All prices are exclusive of GST and are subject to change without
notification. Due to the time sensitive and unpredictable nature of events, we are unable to offer price protection.

